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Abstract 

The paper is driven by an interest to study the work practices of data curators who clean and preserve 

scientific data and support large-scale digitalisation and data accumulation initiatives. We posit that a 

neglect of this work could lead to the potential impact of such initiatives being over- or under- estimated. 
In this paper, we draw on a qualitative case study that examined the work practices of data curators 

who share scientific data openly and over extended time periods.  Drawing from the practice lens 
perspective, we identify three data curation practices – characterising, augmenting, and liaising – as 

important work practices that explains how data curators support distributed and long-term 

digitalisation initiatives. Implications for theory and practice are discussed. 

 

Keywords: Data Curation, Large-scale Digitalisation, Data Sustainability, Data Governance. 

 

1 Introduction 

“Imagine an environmental scientist, Sam, and his team. They monitor weather patterns all over 

Norway. They monitor temperature, precipitation, solar radiation, oceans, winds, clouds, and 
substances in the atmosphere. When Sam’s team talks about climate, they often refer to weather 

patterns over a 30-year period. Through their research, they hope to contribute to a good 

climate, a healthy environment, and a sustainable society. The data they produce as part of their 
research are used by government agencies and researchers around the world. So, they curate 

data and check to see if there are things that might have affected their data and measurements. 
For example, there could have been a fire nearby or a malfunction of the data collection 

instrument. After this check, the approved results are entered into a database as digital 

representations. These digital representations of data will be shared with numerous 
environmental scientists in the years, decades, and centuries to come to improve scientific 

knowledge and understanding of climate. 

Assume 200 years later. Thanks to modern data storage technology, Sam’s data and the millions 

of data provided by other environmental scientists from Sam’s generation continue to be 

actively used; they are being reanalysed using the latest technological advances to develop 
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insightful models and new data representations. Sam’s data are becoming unexpectedly 
valuable, providing some interesting readings about climate. Environmental scientists are 

asking difficult questions in new ways, testing new hypotheses, and conducting scientific studies 

that will contribute to a better understanding of climate and improve the lives of Sam’s 
grandchildren and those in the next generation.” – (Inspired by  Jarvenpaa and Essén, 2023) 

 

The need for large-scale digitalisation and data accumulation initiatives for breakthrough discoveries 

has been acknowledged by several researchers within the Information Systems (IS) field (Aaltonen et 

al., 2021; Cristina Alaimo & Kallinikos, 2022; Jarvenpaa & Markus, 2020; Mikalsen & Monteiro, 2021). 

Such data infrastructures are necessary when no single organization has the expertise, capacity, and 

financial resources necessary to address major societal challenges in climate, crime, and health 

(Jarvenpaa & Essén, 2023). At the same time, IS researchers are reminded that data in such data 

infrastructures should not be viewed as givens that are out there in the world, waiting to be collected 
and released but as contingent representations produced through situated practices by the people who 

conceptualize, prepare and care for the data in these data infrastructures (Jones, 2019; Eric Monteiro & 

Parmiggiani, 2019; Parmiggiani et al., 2022).  

Digitalisation initiatives to accumulate data from distributed sources, on a large-scale and over long time 

periods then require attention to the different interorganizational contexts including the primary 

contributors and different organizational actors who prepare and care for data for their public release 

(Mikalsen & Monteiro, 2021; Parmiggiani et al., 2022; Parmiggiani & Grisot, 2020). As in our 

introductory example, data collected at one point in time can become valuable in relation to scientific 

discoveries and policy several hundred years later. Yet, this possibility required efforts to prepare and 

care for the data at a much earlier point in time – with continued investment and practices to keep the 

data infrastructure flexible and maintain data across human and technological generations (Ribes & 

Finholt, 2009; Ribes & Polk, 2014; Winter & Davidson, 2019).  

The work of the people in charge of preparing and caring for data, to whom we refer as “data curators”, 

is defined by a need to maintain data and serve a wide variety of prospective users across the globe – 

each looking for data suitable for their own interests and methods. Successful data curation for long-

term release is marked by the extent to which data are accessed and reused within new research contexts. 

Notably, making data available online do not automatically make them usable (Leonelli, 2016). Tensions 

arise from concerns about – transmission of data over human and technological generations, ownership 

of the data, control and access, and the need for long-term sustainability of data (Ribes & Finholt, 2009; 

Ribes & Polk, 2014). Whether data are fruitfully adopted across contexts is then the result of strategies 

developed by data curators including how they collaborate and use data management technologies and 

their expertise to prepare and care for long-term data. 

We adopt Chua and colleagues’ (2022) definition of data curation as a data management activity that 

involves the development of data infrastructures to collect, index, store, and facilitate data access for 

future reuse (Chua et al., 2022). In this study, we take a closer look at this work on facilitating data 

access for future reuse. We do so in the context of environmental science (environmental science is an 

interdisciplinary field that combines physical, chemical, and biological sciences with social, political, 

and economic understanding needed to study the environment and address environmental problems). 

Data curation in environmental science data infrastructures comprise the work to prepare and care for 

data to persist and meet the needs of the present generation without compromising data reuse in the 

future. Our proposed view of data curation is not only consistent with, but also extends existing views 

in the IS literature. These views often conceptualize data curation as an activity to make data more 

meaningful, accurate, interpretable, and useful for further organizational and interorganizational uses 

(Leidner et al., 2022; Link et al., 2017; S. Seidel et al., 2013; V. P. Seidel et al., 2020). However, a focus 

on how scientific data from the past and present are preserved for future reuse seems an under-discussed 
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aspect in IS that has implications for data governance and data sustainability more broadly, and to which 

our current work aims to contribute. 

Against this background, we ask: what data curation practices ensure that data in data infrastructures 

are sustained over extended time periods? The purpose of this paper, then, is twofold: (i) to show how 

data curators address practical implications of large-scale digitalisation and data accumulation initiatives 

through their daily work practices (ii) to demonstrate the relevance of such work in discussions about 

data governance and data sustainability literatures. In so doing, this article is novel in several respects. 

First it brings together the growing, but still independent research streams on data curation, data 

governance and data sustainability literatures together. As these phenomena are expected to grow in 

importance, this article highlights the implications of linking them. Second the article brings a long-term 

perspective of data curation to the body of work on data infrastructures in IS. We identify three data 

curation practices – characterising, augmenting, and liaising – as important daily work done by data 

curators, which we believe contribute to discussions on data sustainability in large-scale and distributed 

data infrastructures. 

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: In the next section, we present our theoretical lens 

of work practices. In this section, we also discuss our overarching concepts: data curation, data 

infrastructures and data sustainability from existing research in IS and neighbouring fields. We identify 

gaps that provide opportunities for further examination into data curation as a practice critical to studies 

of data infrastructures and data sustainability. We then present our research setting, methods, and 

findings. We discuss our findings with reference to extant literature, present our contribution to IS 

studies, and conclude with implications and future research opportunities. 

2 Data curation: A Practice to ensure Data Sustainability in 
Data Infrastructures 

We draw on Nicolini’s (2012) pragmatic approach of practice as care (Nicolini, 2012). In this sense, 

data curation is understood as the practice of caring for data (cf. (H. Karasti et al., 2018)), where actors 

are driven by practical concerns that orient their daily work (Nicolini, 2012, p. 20).  We draw on a 

practice lens that refers to the specific structure routinely enacted as data curators use specific 

technologies, machines, techniques, appliances, devices or gadgets in recurrent ways in everyday 

situated activities (Orlikowski, 2007). Practices entail open-ended spatial-temporal actions (Nicolini, 

2012; Schatzki, 2001). A practice perspective in IS employs technology-in-use as the unit of analysis 

(Orlikowski, 2007) and organisational phenomena as the effects of interconnected material, discursive 

and social practices (Nicolini & Monteiro, 2017). Through their regularised engagement with a 

particular technology in particular ways and conditions, data curators repeatedly pay close attention to 

activities in producing reliable data by enacting a set of rules and resources which structure their ongoing 

interactions with the technology (Orlikowski, 1992).  

A practice lens allows us to see data curation as the work of situated practices where data curators 

inscribe organising visions of data governance frameworks into actual technology use and enact change 
and innovation as they improvise and adjust their daily routines over time (Orlikowski, 2000). The lens 

is useful to understand the work needed to make technology function in-situ while enacting organising 

visions (Bechky, 2021; Jackson et al., 2014; Passi & Jackson, 2017). Data curation thus comprises the 
practices that cultivate and channel expectations of future users and maintain these visions in the face 

of a changing data infrastructure (Parmiggiani et al., 2022). 

Focussing on the longitudinal dimension of this practice, highlights how curating data for public release 

becomes embedded in data infrastructures through alignment of complex local and political 

requirements in daily routine work (Steinhardt & Jackson, 2015). Ribes and Finholt (2019) show how a 

data curation orientation helps to understand and address emerging tensions related to work 

organization, available technologies, and funding and to ensure the long-term development of data 
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infrastructures (Ribes & Finholt, 2009). Such perspective allows data curators engage with data and 

make important daily decisions and influence data infrastructure design and development (Parmiggiani 

& Grisot, 2020). Research has demonstrated the unstable and bidirectional nature of data curation work 

and its role as a necessary precursor for data analytics (Parmiggiani et al., 2022). In a related study, 

Ribes and Polk (2014) show how data curators at distributed sites managed data from donor cohorts for 

over 40 years. Data curation kept this data infrastructure flexible and adaptable to an evolving 

understanding of the complex nature of HIV/AIDS during this period (Ribes & Polk, 2014). Other 

scholars focus on data curation as requiring significant articulation work (Star & Strauss, 1999), which 

tends to remain invisible in streamlined digital transformation accounts and data governance models 

(Pine et al., 2022). Recent studies in the oil and gas domain have shown that data are inherently always 

‘cooked’ by data curators to facilitate their release, use and reuse (Mikalsen & Monteiro, 2021).  

Scholars in related fields who have studied data curation in data infrastructures highlight its critical role 

in supporting large-scale digitalisation and data accumulation initiatives. These studies consider data 

sharing initiatives as a boundary condition for curation (Leonelli, 2014). Since such initiatives require 

significant curation work and human agency to prepare and steward data for public release (Karasti et 

al., 2006). These studies demonstrate that curating data for public release often clashes with data 

curators’ existing research practices and cultures (H. Karasti et al., 2006). This leads to tensions among 

data curators and result in significant additional work – as data curators do not only have to share their 

primary data but must further ensure that these data are meaningful to prospective users several decades 

later. Despite these tensions, data curation activities that support large-scale digitalisation and data 

accumulation initiatives are rarely formally recognized in policies for governing such data sharing 

infrastructures (Vassilakopoulou et al., 2019; Winter & Davidson, 2019). 

In today’s era of digital transformation, where policy calls for making data openly accessible, this 

practice is becoming increasingly urgent (Bossen et al., 2016; Leonelli, 2016; Parmiggiani et al., 2022; 

Pine et al., 2022). In this paper, we define data infrastructures as multi-layered, long-term, and 

interconnecting heterogeneous agendas and systems with inputs from and outputs to many different 

independent actors (Ciborra and Hanseth 1998; Monteiro et al. 2013). From this perspective, data are 

relational objects – whose production, use and long-term sustainability depends on the interests, goals 

and motives of the people involved, and their institutional and financial context (Gitelman & Jackson, 

2013; Leonelli, 2019).  

We define data sustainability as the ability of data in data infrastructures to persist across human and 

technological generations. This capacity includes the potential of data to transcend technological and 

social arrangements and enable knowledge advancements beyond current issues (Jarvenpaa & Essén, 

2023). Data sustainability draws from, but differs from, the definition of sustainability in the IS 

literature, where sustainability is often defined as “the capacity to endure”  (Davidson, 2014) and as 

“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations 

to meet their own needs” (Brundtland et al., 1987). Data sustainability is a concept that anchors ongoing 

data curation work in data infrastructures explicitly on expected futures and remembered pasts 

(Jarvenpaa & Essén, 2023). Suggesting that data curation in data infrastructures is an ongoing practice 

with a temporal horizon. 

In distributed and longitudinal data infrastructures, prospective users ask questions about the context in 

which scientific data were created and processed (Leonelli, 2014). Data curators pay attention to 

strategies for releasing scientific data for public reuse, including approaches to document information 

about changes in the field, technological configurations and calibration of sensors (Borgman et al., 2020; 

H. Karasti et al., 2006; Leonelli, 2014). These data curation practices play an important role in ensuring 

that the data released are reliable to prospective users (Leonelli, 2016). Reliable data are thus not an 

intrinsic property of the data, but a collaborative and situational achievement in which data curators 

temporarily resolve emerging tensions in pragmatic ways (Passi & Jackson, 2018).  
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Data curation studies in data infrastructures unearth several challenges relating to governance of data in 

large-scale digital transformation; including but not limited to data ownership issues, inadequate 

incentives for researchers to release their data, changes to technologies and human personnel, technical 

hurdles related to incompatible hardware, software, and data structures, and costs associated with 

documenting, releasing, and storing data (Aaltonen et al., 2021; Loebbecke & Picot, 2015; Parmiggiani 

& Grisot, 2020; Ribes & Polk, 2014). The link between data curation and data governance continue to 

surge. This strand of literature presents data curation as an activity that is not defined in advance in data 

governance frameworks but emerges as data curators work with data daily (Parmiggiani & Grisot, 2020). 

This makes it more difficult for researchers to understand its full scope and for policy makers to fully 

consider this work up front. IS researchers are therefore encouraged to study such phenomena that 

evolve as people engage with it (Monteiro et al. 2022). 

The data governance literature in IS largely builds on and extends the normative data governance 

framework of Khatri and Brown (2010).The influential framework outlines five areas where decisions 

should be made and for which people in the organization should be responsible, these include: (1) data 

principles, which clarify the role of data as an asset to the organization; (2) domain decisions, which 

relate to how data quality is assessed; (3) metadata, which clarifies how to define the semantics of data 

and how to define data consistently and continuously so that they are interpretable; (4) data access, 

which clarifies what standards and procedures apply to data access and how compliance is monitored; 

and (5) data lifecycle, which relates to determining how data are retained and retired (Khatri & Brown, 

2010). Scholarly work in IS and related fields has extended the normative data governance framework 

by Khatri and Brown (2010). This strand of literature recognizes that data producers and data users are 

often dispersed across different organizational settings and have different power and control 

relationships (Abraham et al., 2019; Alhassan et al., 2016; Zuboff, 2015). Due to this, IS scholars 

acknowledge the need for adapting current data governance frameworks (Jarvenpaa & Essén, 2023).  

An emerging line of research has begun to recognize not only the different interests in the processes of 

data collection and use, but also their different assumptions, tensions, and conflicts that are evident in 

daily data management to achieve quality, filter relevant data, and ensure privacy (Parmiggiani & Grisot, 

2020). These studies view data not as a raw representation of reality and a precursor to knowledge 

production and use, but as actively constructed (C. Alaimo et al., 2020; Cristina Alaimo & Kallinikos, 

2022; Jones, 2019; Leonelli & Tempini, 2020; Mikalsen & Monteiro, 2021).  

Extant data governance studies have deepened our understanding of how data are created and used in 

practice, including the necessary physical and logical infrastructures, resources, and challenges in 

coordinating, and aligning the interests of many different stakeholders. Yet neither the data governance 

studies, nor the data curation studies have explicitly discussed data sustainability challenges that may 

arise in allowing data to endure across technological and human generations. Hence, we know little in 

IS about how to address the needs and interests of future data (re)users. Such discussions in IS are still 

relevant (Jarvenpaa & Essén, 2023; Eric Monteiro & Parmiggiani, 2019; Parmiggiani et al., 2022; 

Parmiggiani & Grisot, 2020). By focussing on the activities and work practices of data curators who 

prepare and care for long-term scientific data, we attempt to systematically articulate the commitments 

of data curators and their role in large-scale digitalisation and data accumulation initiatives. 

In the next section, we introduce our research setting, which provided a case for this study and then 

present our methods. 

3 Research setting 

The European Long Term Ecological Research network in Norway (eLTER Norway) is the national 

node for long-term environmental science studies in Norway. It has many local research institutes that 

monitor different aspects of the environment, and thus produce and use different types of data, including 

data on water, air, temperature, tree diameter, animals and so on. Data are collected both 
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manually through observations and recordings by scientists, and automatically, through satellites, 

drones, IoT sensor devices, etc. Local research institutes in eLTER-Norway are spread across the 

country and adhere to the European Commission open data policy. There are different professionals at 

a given institute, each of whom perform some form of data curation. For example, data collection may 

be performed by biologists, chemists, physicists, zoologists, and environmentalists; data cleaning may 

be performed by data scientists and engineers; database administration may be performed by data 

administrators and software engineers; data updates and analysis may be performed by students and 

ecologists; data centre and equipment maintenance may be performed by craftsmen. For this reason, we 

put all these professionals in our data as “data curators” to ensure consistency.  

In 2002, the European Commission created a coordinated mechanism to strategically connect and 

integrate data from distributed local and national research institutes in European countries. This 

mechanism is called the European Strategy Forum for Research Infrastructures (ESFRI). ESFRI 

regularly publishes and updates a policy roadmap that reflects the strategic objectives of the European 

Commission’s open data policy agenda. Despite the crucial role that data and data curation play in data 

infrastructures, the policy roadmap has little visibility of data curation work in the ‘top-condensed’ 

ESFRI open data model.  

Data originating from distributed research institutes are recognized in the model when there is a need 

for data to flow into the central node(s) of the data infrastructure. This invisible data flow represents the 

expectation that data curation practices are in place at local and national research institutes and that data 

curators are able to produce and share good quality data for the ESFRI Open Data Infrastructure. This 

observation seems to be a particularly large assumption made. Existing local and national data 

infrastructure efforts are very heterogeneous and dispersed, and there is a lack of coordination both at 

the local research institute level and among national research institutes. 

Therefore, we set out to interview and observe data curators in the eLTER Norway network. We chose 

this setting because, the eLTER network was included in the ESFRI roadmap in 2018. ESFRI thus 

provides a policy framework for eLTER, and these priorities are mirrored at national and local European 

eLTER research institutes. eLTER has several nodes spread across Europe and we observed data 

curators in three local institutes in the Norwegian node: two in Trondheim and one in Oslo (names 

omitted for anonymity). In what follows, we present our findings (from local data curators, to understand 

their data curation practices that ensure data are preserved in the eLTER data sharing infrastructure over 

time). 

4 Findings 

4.1 Characterising – Practices to avoid or reduce data loss. 

Data curators utilize new sensing technologies to capture environmental phenomenon which are 

otherwise difficult or impossible to capture manually. This is because, “it is unfeasible to do everything 

manually, and this is where remote sensing comes into play. We go to selected spots and collect field 

data at some places. We sometimes use comparison methods to fill the gaps in a more timely fashion in 
cases where there are missing data” (Data curator 1, interview). In some cases, sensing technologies 

cannot be deployed due to high cost of sensors. This requires data curators to improvise because “...with 
fresh water, the sensors that are available are expensive, and you don’t necessarily put out a lot of 

those” (Data Curator 2, field notes). In other cases where sensor-based techniques 

are largely employed, human interaction is still needed to distinguish, say, which type of plant species 

has been captured by the sensing technology, because the technologies are limited in 

providing such details. According to one of the participants, “as soon as you need an interpretation of 
what type of plant species has been captured by the sensor, that is something that requires human 

interaction. At least for plants when you determine species, you need to have humans that collect the 
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data to interpret the data through appropriate documentation” (Data curator 2, interview). “Sometimes 
acoustic devices cannot distinguish the species of bird by their sound. And in an environment where 

there are different species of bird making similar sounds human interpretation is required” (Data 

curator 17, interview). Beyond these practices designing sensing solutions rely on highly efficient 

sensors: “…research areas like wildlife tracking rely on sensors to be effective” (Data curator 5, field 

notes). 

To ensure improved sensor efficiency, then, data curators develop practices to determine physical 

properties of data collection technologies and ensure that data are not lost, or that captured data are 

successfully sent to appropriate data repositories: “if none of the data must get lost, then people would 

use techniques [through which] they can send the data over” (Data curator 14, interview). In other 

cases, manual effort is required to ensure that the sensors function as intended “…you can insert a SIM-
card, to make sure that it keeps sending the data but you have to check on it regularly” (Data curator 

4, interview). This practice is to ensure that data from sensing technologies continue to send reliable 

data to data repositories. Technologies may produce a significant volume of data however their use is 

further complicated by device malfunction, which require characterising the form of human intervention 

needed to address this. Neglecting this practice may result in missing values, quality issues, and 

discrepancies in the methods and ways in which data are collected. 

The use of different approaches to capture environmental phenomenon also comes with it the need to 

preserve and store data. This poses the issue of developing appropriate routines necessary for storing 

and using some of the data for immediate research purposes while ensuring that as much collected data 

are cleaned for public dissemination. This concern is raised by one data curator who asserts that “[With] 
large amounts of data, storage is a challenge. So you have to build good routines to avoid storing data 

that you don’t need. [...] Some people have routines where they fetch data from specific times they are 

interested in, process it, and delete it afterward. Then they keep the results to minimize the storage 

requirements” (Data Curator 3, interview). Not having the right tools to process and share the 

significant variety in data can limit data curators in sharing as much meaningful data publicly as 

possible “...when you start using sensor-based data, then you need to have the technology to store the 

data and analyze the data, that can prevent you from sharing all the data” (Data Curator 6, field notes). 

These different data collection techniques suggest that environmental science data are heterogeneous. 

Data curators learn to characterize the different forms of management requirements for data collection 

technologies to ensure that data are reliable and accurate for further reuses. Such practices include 

performing regular sensor checks, replicating sensors, scheduling repair and maintenance, following up 

on alerts by sensors or other automated alert systems. Characterising as a data curation practice then 

highlights that data curators consider the physical properties of data collection technologies and 

characterise their present and future management needs. This characterization is done in terms of the 

scientific data being collected and aims to avoid or reduce data loss and improve data veracity for 

secondary users. It often requires appropriate documentation, awareness of different tools and methods 

for data collection, and adopting on-the-go data management routines. 

4.2 Augmenting – Practices to identify data problems. 

Data curators often use well-defined data management models which allows for curation techniques to 
be automated. For example, to identify inaccurate data, Espen a data curator tells us, “we have an 

automated procedure that detects missing values in the database and flag them or notify us. We go into 
the database and determine why there is a missing value in there and correct them if it is possible” 

(Data Curator 13, field notes). We understood from our interaction with Espen that human labour is 

unavoidable in automated processes, which often require decisions on whether to remove, adjust, or 

replace data with an estimated value. There exist instances when a data value that is real, but 

extreme, may automatically be flagged as problematic because it lies outside a programmed or expected 

range. To ensure that this does not happen, data that are automatically flagged as problematic are 
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reviewed carefully by an expert. Eva informs us that “sometimes the cameras show certain 
blurry images that our machine learning program flags as not lynx, but when you review the image, you 

know that this is a lynx and the program got it wrong.” (Data Curation 12, field notes). This suggests 

that the risk of ignoring potentially important data to be shared reliably for public audiences is high if 

human agency to curate the data is neglected. 

Automated techniques are usually programmed to detect valid data and reject invalid data. Emma 

highlights how such machine learning algorithms support cleaning and organizing data obtained from 

sensors for monitoring lynx.: “we use this machine learning algorithm (pointing to her computer screen) 

which detects the lynx”. (Data Curation 10, field notes).  

: ““we use the data for our own publications, and we are also doing data wrangling because we have 

to share the data” (Data Curator 13, field notes). When asked about the importance of this practice, 

Emma mentioned to us that repeating the practice of verify data errors (where correct data are marked 

as errors or other data representations besides their true nature) are useful to validate outcomes of 

automated approaches and minimized human error: “after students have verified output of the machine 
learning algorithm, we also validate the work of the students, we document all these, and then we 

communicate it to the data science guys who improve the algorithm” (Data Curator 10, field notes). 

Judy, who monitors air temperature in the Arctic also mentioned how her team performs range checks 

to ensure that data fall within a known upper and lower bound: “sometimes we know that the data should 

fall within a range for example relative humidity is always between 0% and 100%, any value outside 
this range shows that there is an error in the data, sometimes also, the bounds are not absolute, so we 

have to check  historical or long-term data that usually show data on extreme values which are useful 
to set appropriate bounds.” (Data curator, 7, field notes). In cases where obtaining data require two or 

more methods or devices, data curators can compare the different data sets to identify and resolve 

missing data values: “…after data from the cameras are downloaded to the computer, we use the date 

and time from the cameras, which helps us to check errors like sometimes we see the lynx better on the 

image captured by the other camera…”. She continued to tell us: “…so we compare the date and time 
from the cameras, which helps us to check and correct errors made by the machine learning algorithm” 

(Data curator, 10, field notes). 

When the same data value repeats continuously in a database this may indicate a sensor failure and hence 

problematic data. Espen tells us “…the speed of wind changes continuously so when the same value is 

recorded repeatedly then we know a problem has occurred” (Data Curator 13, field notes). In some 

cases, automated approaches may fail to determine inconsistent data, in such cases, consistency checks 

are important to clean and improve the data. Consistency checks are performed by data curators 

to evaluate the differences between related parameters, such as ensuring that the minimum water depth 

is less than the maximum water depth: “sometimes the depth of the water measurements creates 

suspicions, maybe the sensors are not submerged deep enough” (Data curator 2, interview). 

Secondary or potential users of shared data often expect to determine whether data obtained from online 

databases are reliable or of good quality for their purposes. In such cases, they require metadata – or 

data that provides information about details of the data including the source of the online data, the 

sensors used, and changes to the methods that were used to collect the data. “We describe the data with 

metadata. The purpose of metadata is that somebody else should be able to take that data set understand 
enough about how that data have been collected the kind of sensor used, for instance, if it’s sensor data, 

the kind of settings used in the sensor, so that they are able to use it again without the special knowledge 

of the person who actually collected it.” (Data curator 3, interview).  

When digital data – data stored on computers as bits – contain issues such as inconsistent or missing 

values, these issues challenge their further reuses such. Through augmenting practices data curators 

make it possible to identify and resolve problems in shared digital data. These practices are numerous 

and may include providing metadata or adding contextual information to data, correcting or filling in 

missing data, verifying automated techniques, comparing data from related sensors, performing range 
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checks on numerical data, and performing persistence checks on continuous data. Augmenting as a data 

curation practice then highlights that data curators identify data issues in digital data to complement 

immediate scientific work and future data release with accurate and interpretable primary data.  

4.3 Liaising – Practices to learn from different data management cultures. 

Based on the realities and needs of local institutes, eLTER has created network-level data curation 

groups to ensure, organize, and enforce effective implementation of eLTER’s Open Data infrastructure. 

One of such groups is the Data Managers Assembly (DMA). Its main role is to decide on the basic 

configuration of the eLTER data infrastructure, including networking with external partners, integrating 

the infrastructure into other national and international programs, and the strategic planning of future data 

activities. In this sense, the DMA forms a group of people who liaise to share a common concern related 

to data curation and who come together to fulfil both local-level and network-level data management 

goals. 

Periodically, at least once a year, a meeting of data curators is held to discuss current eLTER data 

curation issues and to discuss related topics. Data curators bring local experiences to their network-level 

activities and learn from each other on issues of local-level data sharing, provision, standards, discovery, 

and use. The group plans outreach activities related to knowledge transfer and information product 

development. “A critical point for the success of the data managers group was the recognition that there 

were legitimate reasons for some differences between the systems at each site. [...] As far as the group 
is concerned, you also accept views that are different from your own. There are a variety of approaches 

between sites, and there is strength in diversity. The goal is to implement and develop the eLTER data 

infrastructure together.” (Data curator 9, interview). 

Data sharing issues through community-wide work on the eLTER data infrastructure provides an 

opportunity to develop a flexible and enduring eLTER RI: “You are always connected, affiliated, 
associated with the community, and that gives the eLTER open data infrastructure that 

continuity.” (Data Curator 8, interview). A flexible and enduring eLTER data infrastructure builds the 

trust needed within the data management community to interact regularly and maintain reciprocity. “We 

do not have to rebuild every time, we have built trust. It’s good to see how other sites are doing, either 
as a contrast or as a suggestion for improvement.” (Data curator 10, interview). Such collaborative 

data infrastructure effort provides a reliable avenue for learning and sharing ideas related to data 

curation. This helps data curators to acquire knowledge collaboratively. “It’s safe to say things that 
show examples where you have not been as successful, or disappointments, even how they plan funding 

of data management activities. Once you can do that in a group, there is a bond. The group has taken 
the time to promote an inclusive, sustainable approach to technology and to make sure that we learn 

together.”(Data curator 10, interview). 

The network-level working group provides a space for collaborative work on the data infrastructure. 

The community welcomes and is willing to consider any potential discoveries of technologies 

appropriate to the field of environmental monitoring research and long-term data management. It also 
demonstrates how technological heterogeneity at the local-level has not only been accommodated but 

transformed into a shared resource of proven technology experience through network-wide efforts in 

which each local institutes becomes a “workshop” with its own local characteristics. Most importantly, 
it demonstrates a principle widely recognized in the eLTER network that “many of the good ideas that 

work also come from below, not just from above” (Data Curator 11, interview). The collaborative work 

of data curators demonstrates an enduring, ongoing, and open relationship between the local practices 

of data curators and the eLTER network to collectively address ongoing and long-term data sharing 

issues. 

Data curators participate in network-level forums and awareness-raising, training, and education 

workshops. Such liaisons are based on the realities and needs of each local institute and reflect the 

history and specificities of local science conduct and data management. This practice provides the 
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opportunity to develop an eLTER data sharing community with continuity. It seeks to provide a reliable 

place for exchange and reciprocity, to see how other local institutes are managing organizational data, 

either as a contrast or as a stimulus for improvement. Liaising as a data curation practice then highlights 

that data curators’ network with colleagues who are involved in different forms of data management and 

science conduct cultures. The practice aims to align different data management cultures and science 

research with the growing eLTER data infrastructure. 

5 Discussion and conclusion 

This paper advances the discourse on data curation as a practice that strives to ensure data sustainability 

in data infrastructures – an important, though relatively under-discussed, aspect of data curation in IS 

literature. We define data curation as a data management activity involving the development of both 

physical and logical infrastructures that facilitates data access for subsequent analysis and enables data 

to be collected, indexed, and stored (Chua et al., 2022). We follow Jarvenpaa and Essén's (2023) 

definition of data sustainability as the ability of data to endure across technological and human 

generations (Jarvenpaa & Essén, 2023). In our study, we propose that distributed and longitudinal digital 

transformation initiatives prompt for a need to articulate the data curation work that is done in the present 

with the goal of preserving the representational capacity of data for prospective users several decades 

and centuries in the future. We suggest that well-articulated data curation practices are critical to data 

sustainability as they aim to produce accurate and interpretable data that can be easily understood and 

reused by prospective users. 

To understand the extent of the data curation work needed to ensure data sustainability in large-scale 

digitalisation and data accumulation initiatives, we adopted the theoretical lens of practices (Jones, 2019; 

Nicolini & Monteiro, 2017; Orlikowski & Scott, 2016; Schatzki, 2001). For theoretical purposes, IS 

researchers are encouraged to study phenomena that mutate and evolve over time (Bailey et al., 2022; 

Eric; Monteiro et al., 2022). For practical purposes, a major concern for the European Commission’s 

governing agencies on large-scale digitalisation and data accumulation initiatives, is the realisation that 

“it is vital that the common elements of local research institute governance, their funding and 

management guarantee long-term sustainability” (ESFRI, 2021). Against this background, we set out 

to understand how data curators at three environmental science research institutes in Norway handle 

data to make them accurate and interpretable for public release. We asked what data curation practices 

ensure that data in data infrastructures are sustained over extended time periods?  

We found that most data curators take responsibility for releasing their primary data into public 

repositories for other researchers and the public to download and use freely. Yet, there were several 

other practical considerations that made this public release possible. First, the properties of data 

production technologies: including what materials the technologies are made of, where they are 

positioned for data collection, and for how long, require a characterization of the different practices for 

maintaining these devices. Data curators therefore assess the physical properties of data collection 

technologies in order to characterize their different management needs. Data curators may replicate 

sensors, perform regular checks, schedule repair and maintenance, follow-up on automated alerts or 

replace parts. These practices aim to avoid or reduce data loss and improve data veracity.  

Further the study provides insights into how new digital transformation initiatives to accumulate 

scientific data on a distributed and large-scale have created new and contradictory forms of work for 

data curators. Such initiatives have led to changes relating to how data curators conduct science research 

– which is often recognized as part of their job descriptions and determines their scientific career 

successes; while simultaneously managing primary data – which is rarely recognized as an important 

part of their scientific careers. This represents a significant augmentation of responsibilities – moving 

from the need to understand and synthesize data within scientists’ short-term career timeframes, to 

requirements for contextualization and preservation of primary data for reuse over much longer 

timeframes. We refer to this practice of data curation as augmentation because data curators complement 
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immediate scientific work and future data release with data management efforts to produce accurate and 

interpretable primary data ledge. These augmentation practices aim to identify problems in digital data 

and include, but not limited, to providing metadata, correcting or filling in missing data, verifying 

outcomes of automated techniques, comparing data from related sensors, and performing several checks 

on digital data including range checks on numerical data and persistence checks on continuous data.  

We also found that another crucial practice for data curators was participating in network-level activities 

to learn together and share data curation lessons. This practice is intended for data curators to understand 

the different data curation cultures. It is an important practice because it particularly supports agendas 

that are trying to find common approaches to distributed and large-scale data governance and ensure the 

sustainability of data. We term this data curation practice as liaising, because data curators within the 

network have access to a community of whose interest is to share data management lessons and align 

data sharing and science research with the growing data infrastructure. 

Our findings are in line with existing IS studies on data as a relational phenomenon shaped by their 

provenance – that is, by the methods, procedures, and technologies used to generate, clean, and 
disseminate the data (Barley & Bechky, 1994; Mikalsen & Monteiro, 2021; Parmiggiani et al., 2022; 

Porter, 1996). Yet, in our case issues of data sustainability and continuity repeatedly come to the fore in 

our analysis. We suggest that ongoing digital transformation is likely to face challenging issues, 

especially in terms of situated data curation practices. Data curation practices such as characterizing, 

augmenting, and liaising introduces a long-term perspective in conversations about data governance in 

data infrastructures. Our work therefore contributes a temporal perspective of data curation as a 

governance practice in data infrastructures. This study points to the need to look beyond new 

technologies, data curation models, and data governance frameworks and discuss data curation as not 

only important for short-term purposes, but equally important is its role in the long-term sustainability 

of data in data infrastructures. Including how data are made accurate and interpretable for secondary 

users in the distant future of technologies and people. Our perspective sensitizes us to the need to ask 

questions about these distant futures and consider them, or at least remind ourselves not to ignore them.  

5.1 Practical Implications and Future Research Directions 

Our study has implications for data governance in distributed data infrastructures. Data governance in 

environmental science is undergoing significant changes as new technologies for data collection and 

processing become available and funding agencies push for standardized and large-scale data 

accumulation initiatives. Data curators at research institutions must deal with these new technologies 

and policies as part of their daily data curation practices. Our case demonstrates that data governance in 

environmental science is always an ongoing process, and at the same time our understanding of it is 

nascent and incomplete. The metaphor of ‘researching on a ship that is being built while it is in 

operation’ (Helena Karasti et al., 2010; Ribes & Polk, 2014) remains an appropriate image for thinking 

about the data curation activities that lie ahead for governing agencies and other relevant stakeholders 

of such initiatives.  

At the local level – in distributed data infrastructures – there are many interesting directions to continue 

this kind of work to understand common elements of local data curation activities. This should lead to 

more clarity in assigning roles and responsibilities regarding data management. This is necessary to 
make visible what exists, give it a label and recognition, and more accurately identify missing 

components.  

Building a data sharing community that is focused on this nature of data curation can allow people to 

consolidate a common vocabulary, share their collective and distributed expertise in more explicit ways, 

and maintain the documentation and development work that needs to be done on the ground within the 

community. Interdisciplinary work would be needed to address the complexities and dynamics of 

establishing a functional, and stable environment for data curation and sustaining data in the context of 

a larger data infrastructure. Therefore, it would be important for stakeholders of data sharing 
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communities to take explicit steps to raise awareness of the importance of data curation in open data 

infrastructure development. The message should clarify that not only is it important, but that data 

curation requires resources, investments, and funding at many levels and that this is not currently 

supported by research funding or infrastructure sources.  

In addition, gaps need to be identified and bridged. The gap between funding agencies and data curation 

needs of national and local research stations needs to be bridged. Our context in Norway is certainly not 

the only member country that does not yet have data management practices capable of producing high 

quality data for sharing and preservation. Member nations involved in large-scale digitalisation and data 

accumulation initiatives must figure out how to address and support local data management on their 

own. Devising processes to coordinate data activities and ensure interoperability of data would be 

imperative.  

Given data sharing policies, organizations are encouraged to not only develop frameworks and strategies 

to invest in technologies or data management plans, but also to focus on the actual data handling 

practices of employees. These may include the methods, capabilities, and knowledge that are developed 
now and, in the future to handle data (Leonelli, 2019). This may provide organizations the chance to 

understand employee’s perspective on such policies and adopt an approach to organizational data 

governance that is targeted more toward collaborative data governance, as everyone’s responsibility. It 

can also lead to faithfully capturing and representing the complex, diverse, and evolving structures, 

behaviours, and cultures within the organizations, which can support ambitions toward managing 

common elements of different data management cultures.  

Organizations are encouraged to schedule time and identify the local context in which data management 

activities occur so they can learn from mistakes and help shape data-related projects and outcomes. 

Organizations are also encouraged to be aware of diverse stakeholder groups, recognize the importance 

of mutual respect for these roles, and find opportunities to learn about and empower marginalized 

groups. 

Future work will explore the anticipatory nature of this data curation work, including what data curation 

practices can anticipate and ensure that data in data infrastructures are ready for known and unknown 

future uses. Such known future uses may include academic publications, research and climate studies, 

and unknown future uses may include secondary uses that cannot be predicted in advance such as 

complex technological analysis and new programmatic advertising and other intelligent public service. 
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